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The current state-of-the-art in the synthesis in the area of CNTs’ synthesis involves three basic manufacturing scenarios: 
(i) chemical vapor deposition, (ii) electric arc discharge and (iii) laser ablation. These three general approaches since 

they were established in the nineties of XX Century still dominate in the literature. Numerous modifications of the primary 
synthesis concepts were introduced in to the practice over the years passed after the primary announcements. However, the 
proposed modifications have not revolutionized the synthesis of CNTs which remains expensive and moderately effective. The 
mechanism of CNTs formation in these three general methods exploits the phenomenon of thermally induced homogenous 
atomization of precursors transferring carbon atom radicals from the precursor to the gas phase as depicted in figure 1 below 
(left). The key point of all standard CNT manufacturing methods is the existence of extremely dissociative conditions at 
electric discharge, laser ablated spot and/or in CVD furnace. Up to date no attention has been spot on experimental methods 
which do not involve hemolytic atomization of precursor but rely on a direct phase transition of a solid carbon-rich precursor 
to CNTs. Authors have discovered that some solid polymers can be directly transformed to CNTs by a plain heat-treatment 
(in the presence of salts of alkali earth metals) which is resembling a typical carbonization procedure applied for active carbon 
manufacturing from organic matter. The direct phase transition of a polymer into CNTs proceeds in moderate temperature 
conditions like 600-700ºC lasting up to 1-2 hours. The polymer sort, heating rate as well the presence of a plain catalyst seem to 
play a crucial role. The method is useful for growing of thin nanotubes on the other carbon substrates like exfoliated graphene 
flaks or the surface of ordinary activated carbons as depicted in figure 1 (below).
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